WHY BECOME A CAM?

A Certified Aviation Manager (CAM) credential demonstrates professionalism and commitment to the industry. Some good reasons to pursue this prestigious accomplishment:

- **Open Career Doors**
  In a competitive job market, your CAM credential shows potential employers that you are dedicated to being the best business aviation professional you can be.

- **Ever-Growing Network of Likeminded Peers**
  You’ll join a family of over 500 CAMs, a group of passionate business aviation professionals who help strengthen each other.

- **Enhance Knowledge of Industry Best Practices**
  Business aviation moves fast. Preparing for the CAM Exam (and re-certification) will help you keep up with the latest best practices and broaden your knowledge base.

- **Create a Foundation for Lifelong Learning**
  Earning your CAM certification is just the beginning of a long professional development journey. You’ll be ready to keep honing the skills and professional attributes demanded of the modern aviation manager.

- **Pressure Makes Diamonds**
  Challenging yourself is the best way to unlock your true potential. You have what it takes to be the best — are you ready to show the world?

Thinking about management? Become a CAM.

"Getting your CAM is the foundation of experience you can build upon to get where you want to go in your career."

ALEX MARKS, CAM
Senior Captain, Exelon

SIX MONTHS TO CAM
Grow Your Career At Your Pace

www.nbaa.org/cam
The Certified Aviation Manager (CAM) program identifies qualified professionals to lead departments and organizations that use business aircraft. To date, over 500 CAMs have been recognized for their dedication to continuous development and higher standards of practice. You’ll be joining a family of passionate, dedicated business aviation professionals who showcase the best of our industry. But the pathway there isn’t easy — earning your CAM certification demands serious commitment to enhancing your knowledge base and preparing for the exam.

Balancing work and personal responsibilities with your exam preparation can be difficult. That’s why NBAA’s new “Six Months to CAM” was created to help guide you along on this journey.

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**

Six Months to CAM does not guarantee success on the CAM exam. Nor does it take the place of the hard work expected of potential CAMs.

What it does offer is a streamlined study process designed to help working professionals maximize their efficiency. This includes:

- Detailed six-month study outline to help keep you on track with your exam preparation
- CAM self-assessment tool to help you quickly identify your strengths and weaknesses within the program’s five knowledge domains
- Domain-specific content to jumpstart your studying
- Digital study group with peers on the same exam schedule
- Scheduled calls with industry subject matter experts who can help bolster your knowledge of the CAM domains
- Webinars covering study best practices, how to break down test questions, and much more

**NEXT STEPS**

Those interested in becoming CAMs must first meet certain qualifications in order to take the exam. The exam is appropriate for any individual currently managing, or aspiring to manage, any aspect of business aviation operations.

**Apply for the Exam**

- Find the application at www.nbaa.org/cam
- Have at least two years of industry experience
- Have a minimum of 100 points in the CAM application

**Sign Up for Six Months to CAM Program**

- Visit nbaa.org/6months to see the pricing and scheduling options
- Contact cam@nbaa.org **before May 15, 2020** to join the Summer/Fall 2020 program

**Learn More**

- Have questions? Visit our FAQ page at nbaa.org/6months
- Scholarship options are available for those pursuing CAM certification — visit nbaa.org/scholarship

CAM is accredited by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies (NCCA). Accreditation by the NCCA demonstrates to the business aviation profession and the general public that the CAM program has been reviewed by a panel of impartial experts and found to comply with the rigorous NCCA standards. The CAM program is the first in the aviation industry to receive this credential.

**About NBAA**

Founded in 1947 and based in Washington, DC, the National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) is the leading organization for companies that rely on general aviation aircraft to help make their businesses more efficient, productive and successful. Join NBAA today at www.nbaa.org/join/cam.